A b s t r a c t Based on a recently developed "generalized averaging theory," we present a generic approach for the design of stabilizing feedback controllers for biomimetic locomotive systems. The control laws exponentialy stahilize in the average, and they apply to a very wide class of systems. Two examples are given: a "kinematic biped" that demonstrates how our theory handles discontinuities, and the snakehoard, which is an underactuated mechanical system with drift.
Introduction
Most mobile robots use wheels, as they provide the simplest nieans for mobility. However, wheels are undesirable for a number of potential applications. In thcsc sitnations, we can borrow ideas from nature. Biornimetic locomotion refers to the movement of robotic mechanisms in ways that are analogous to the movement patterns of natural organisms. Biomimetic propulsion is typically generated hy a coupling of periodic body deformations to external constraints. The forces generated by these constraint interactions induce net robot movement. This paper presents a generic feedback control strategy for hionrimetic robotic locomotors. Our approach is based on a recently developed generalized averaging theory that analyzes, to arbitrary order, the dynamics of systems undergoing periodic motion 1171. Using this averaging thcory, we have developed general feedhack control strategies for underactuated dynamical systems [lG] . This papcr shows how to apply these theories to biornimetic locomotors: which are generically underactuated dynamical systems driven by periodic inputs.
To illustrate these ideas, our theory is applied to two examples: a "kinematic biped" and the "Snakeboard'.
These examples illustrate the utility of our approach in a variety of contexts. The biped uses piecewise h o b nomic constraints to achieve motion, whereas the snakehoard uses nonholononric constraints. The snakeboard's dynamics are smooth, while the biped's are discontinuous. Our In contrast,, our apprvach works across a large range of morphologies and locomotion modes. This work springs from a line of work aimed at developing a comprehensive framework for hiomimetic locomotion engineering.
For example, Ref. [13] showed how the mechanics of a large class of undulatory locomotors can hc treated in a systematic way. Rcf.s [4: 51 showed how to use stratified configuration space to extend these ideas to the analysis and open loop control of legged locomotion, What has been missing in this line of work is a general strategy for feedbdck control. This paper fills that gap. We note that an earlier version of this theory hcrc has been experiment,ally verificd on a robotic fish [15] .
The closest prior work in the field of robotics mes the PoincarC map to analyze the dynamics and control strategies for simple legged robot models 17: 231 undcrgoing periodic motion. In [22] , aniplitude modulation was used to obtain a stablc PoincarC. niap for an underactuated planar manipulator. This prior work was practically limited to very simple dynamical models, and had no systematic procedure for control design. The method reviewed here overcomes these limitations.
Our control approach extends and generalizes the vast litcrrtturc on control of nonholonomic and underactuated mechanical systems. For a review of relevant prior work in these fields, see the literature rcvicw in [17, 161. Section 2 reviews the averaging theory developed in [17]> summarizes the transformations required to place periodically forced Znd-order systems into the averaging form, and reviews the control design approach [lS] . Section 3, introduces the kinematic biped model, and applies our theory to demonstrate feedback control. Section 4 discusses feedback control of the snakehoard.
A General Averaging Theory
Generically. the governing mechanics of many hiomimetic locomotors may take the form:
(1) with X being T-periodic, i.e., X ( z , t ; e ) = X(z, t + T ; e ) , and where X ( . , t ) may be written as Xt. Thus, for the cases of interest to this paper, we can infer the stability of the original system (1) from the stability of the monodramy map. Our averaging theory finds suitable approximations to this flow from truncations of the flow's infinite series expansion.
The serics expansions described in 111 seek to make sense of the flow of system (l), and do so in a manner consistent with the nonlinear Floquet theorem. The flow can be written as: an infinite series given by the chronological ezponential,
, .
A decomposition is sought such that there exists an autonomous vector fieldl Vo,t (XT), whose flow after unit time equals the flow of the original system at time t; more precisely, 
Second Order Systems
The equations of motion governing second order mechanical systems (e.g. the snakeboard) take the form:
Converting to lSt-order state form, x = ( q , q ) , and assuming that the controls consist of a state feedback,
and periodic, u " ( t ) , components, we obtain:
To place this into the averaging form, transform time, (9) thcn utilize the variation of constants formula,
x (=).."(.)
where, where (.)* denotes pull-back. The flow ,t:(z)"*(T) was
shown to he periodic in [SI, implying that the vector field Z is also periodic. The vector field Z is also in the form required hy averaging theory. Applying the Floquet theorem, and transforming time,
where Y is the autonomous averaged vector field corresponding to Z . Thus, the evolutiori of x(t) obeys,
where 4 ( t ) = @~;(zlu'(r) o P ( t ) and is periodic since its constitutive flows are periodic. Thus, second order systems under high-amplitudel high-frequency forcing can be placed within the paradigm of averaging theory.
Averaging for Mechanical Systems
We now a,ppIy this theory to derive canonical averaged forms for mechanical systems undergoing periodic forcing. First and second order averages are derived from appropriate truncations of the vector field expansions. An underactuated driftless affine control system with timeperiodic actuation will take the form:
with periodic control inputs, v ( t ) = u(t + T ) . The lStorder average is: 
For systems with drift, Equation (8) 
Stabilization via Averaging
The averaged equations consist of the terms corresponding to the directly controllablc vectors fields and Lie brackets. If the system demonstrates controllability via the use of these brackets, then the choice of suitable periodic forcing can cause the system to flow in arbitrary directions. The construction of these inputs is beyond the scope of the article, and more information can he found in [16, 181. Thc construction process will lead to a set of undetermined coefficients a that scale the periodic inputs. The parameters a modulate the degree of flow in the direction of the Lie brackets that they multiply.
For driftless systems under timeperiodic actuation, the general averaging theory leads to The proof of this theorem is based on the linearization of the system, and integration of the linearized system over one period to obtain a discretized model. Appropriate feedback gains stabilize the discrete system. The theorem finds gains such that the monodramy map is linearly stable, so the original system is also linearly stabilized. Stabilimtiori to an orbit or t o a fixed point will depend on the nature of the input set, and whether it satisfies only Theorem 2 01 if it also satisfies Corollary 1.
For second order systems with drift, the general avcraging theory lcads to equations with the structure: 
Kinematic Biped
As a demonstration of the theory, we consider a "kinematic biped' that is motivated by the underactuated crawling robot of Ito et. al. [14] . The model (see Fig.  1 ) operates on flat ground. When either of the two vertically moving peg-legs contact the ground, we assume the crawler pivots about the contact. Casters on the four corners provide balance, thereby planarizing thc motion.
A rotating momentum wheel is the main motion generator. It is hereafter called the rotor. By properly switching the feet contacts in phase with the rotor's spin, the biped can maneuver. The equations of motion are derived using the a p proach of Ref.
[3]. This method uses the principal hundle c-space structure and the group invariance of the Lagrangian and constraints to compute the "reduced Euler-Lagrange equations. For those not familiar with this approach, we appeal to the pliysicial intuition behind the mathematical concepts during the derivation.
The Lagrangian for the system is:
L ( y , q ) = Z M (~~+ Z~~) + -J O~+ Z J ,~( B +~~~)~,

(23) 2
where M is the robot's total mass, J (Jm) is the inertia of the body (rotor). Wlien the right leg is planted, the resulting holonomic constraint on the robot's motion is: x = dsin00, and y = -dcos00.
Since the Lagrangian and constraints are G-invariant, they may be reduced to the Lie algebra; equivalent to giving a description in body coordinates. The reduced constraints are, c' = 0 and E' = -dE3
Since the constraints span 2 dimensions of the 3-dimensional Lie algebra, se(2), Noether's theorem implies a conserved momentum (about the foot's axis). Conservation of momentum is given more abstractly by the equation. Anhc E (Ic)-' JTLhC = ( F -l p , where IC is the inertia of the system and p is the conserved momenturn. More explicitly, MdE2 + ( J + Jm)E3 + Jm7) = p.
(24)
This equation is combined with the kinematic constraints t o obtain the constraint equations,
The local connection form, describing the system constraints in body coordinatcs, is found hy solving for the Lie algebra element, c> giving the reconstruction equation, with the local connection and the &ne forms equal to, The basis is used to derive the momentum equation, and also thc shape space dynamics, where i is the torque on the rotor. For zero initial momentum, the reconstruction equation becomes
where dloc($) will he one of two choices, according to which foot is on the ground Locomotion and Controllability By appropriate cycling of the feet and phasing of the rotor, it is possible to (i) rotate in place (ii) move forward (iii) move laterally. The existence of these mqtions can be shown by our averaging theory. Choosing $ and the foot placements as inputs, Equation (25) and the functions vl(t) and v 2 ( t ) cannot be non-zero simultaneously. Further, we assume that foot placement transitions occur when at the robot is a t rest. Since the functions v"(t) will be chosen to be periodic functions of time, we can use averaging theory to analyze the crawler's motion.
To demonstrate the crawler's controllability, note that the two distinct foot placement possibilities represent two linearly independent vectors in the Lie algebra. A third linearly independent possibility must exists for controllability. From Bullo and Zefran [lo] , it suffices to show that the Lie bracket between the two motions results in a lineary independent direction. Sincc
the system is configuration controllable, therefore enabling point-to-point repositioning and reorientation. Matsuno et. al.
[ll] reached the same conclusion for a similar crawling robot, hut without utilizing the inherent symmetries of thc system to reduce to the Lie algebra. The geometry of this biped also avoids the singularity associated with their robot analysis.
Forward G a i t For forward motion, let i ( t ) = sin(t).
The right foot starts in the down position, while the left foot is placed at t = 7r, when the rotor revcrses direction. The periodic functions u"(t) decompose accordingly. for 7r 5 t _< 277 for 0 < t < 7r for n 5 t 5 27r u'(t) = v2(t) = Stabilization Define the rotor's control function to be
with a1 and a2 to be chosen. The foot constraints traisition at t = (2k+l)n, k E Z. The parameter a1 cont,rols forward motion, while 02 controls rotational motion, allowing a superposition of the forward and rotate gaits.
The configuratioii error is defined to be gerr q-lg,i..,
where ydas E S E ( 2 ) is the goal configuration and y t S E ( 2 ) the current configuration. Define error functions 1 2 where the k, are chosen according to Theorem 5. Note that when the configuration error is zero, the terms (cy1,a2) vanish. Hence, both the original and averaged systems share the same cqiiilibria. Therefore, via Corollary l1 the system exponentially stabilizes to the goal, achieving point-to-point repositioning.
Using the gains k = (3,8,0) results in t,he stabilizating trajectory pictured in Fig. 3 . The biped started at (z,y,S) = (-1,5,%) and was commanded to the origin. Fig. 4 shows superimposed snapshots from the simulation. The small dot on eithcr side of the biped's body represents the active foot constraint. The gridlines are spaced 1 unit apart. Orientation control can also be included; but would require a slightly more sophisticated controller.
Our stabilization theorem also allows for trajectory tracking-the goal point is time varying. Fig. 5 demonstrates trajectory tracking for a straight path. In Fig.  6 the crawler must track the same trajectory, but starts with a largc initial error of (z, y: 6') = (-1,5: E). It succcssfully moves toward the trajcctory, then proceeds to track it. There is a small steady state error.
The Snakeboard
Since the Snakeboard model was introduced and d c scribed in detail in 121: we only summarize here its equations. The snakeboard represents an underactnated system with drift-traditionally a difficult control problem. In the simplified model used here, the snakeboard consists of a rigid body to which there is attached a mcmentum wheel (or rotor), and two pairs of wheels. The wheels axles are coupled to the main body by independently controllable revolute joints (see Fig. 7 ). (Fig.  7) . The c-space for this system is [ z , y , 6 (2) x T3 where y = [z, y, 6'IT is the position and orientation of the board with respect to a fixed reference frame, + is the angle of the rotor relative t o the board, and q$b and $1 are, respectively, the angles subtended by the back and front wheels (relative to the body). For simplicity, we restrict the front and back wheel motions so that & = q$ = -$I. The rotor and wheels are actuated. The wheels provide nonholonomic constraints on the snakeboard's motions. However, because it is not fully constrained, the snakeboard can build up momentum and coast.
After feedback linearization on the directly controlled states, the eqiiations of motion are:
The controllable subspace is then stabilized to the point (0, :a2<), corresponding to a steering bias. 
At zero configuration error, the feedback terms ( 0 1 , az) and the oscillatory signals vanish. Hence, both the original and averaged systems share the same relative equilibria. Therefore, via Corollary 1, the system exponentially stabilizes t o the desired trajectory. Recall that state feedback corrections are determined at discrete times corresponding to the basic control oscillation.
With t = 4 this update occurs every T = 2nJ3 seconds. Stabilization is demonstrated in Fig. 8 where the system parameters are M = &kg, J, = 0.167kgmZ, 1 = 0.3m. The initial condition occurs a t the origin, with zero initial velocity. The upper figures depict the evolution of the states (z, y, 8) and forward velocity, U , describing the relative equilibria in the body frame. The desired trajectory is the dash-dotted plot, and the actual trajectory is the solid plot. 
Conclusion
Because of the periodic natnre of biomimetic locomotory movement, averaging theory seems to be an excellent approach to rigorously understanding and simplifying the complex dynamics and control underlying biomimetic locomotion. We reviewed a recently developed generalized averaging theory, and the associated method for exponentially stabilising underactuated mechanical systems via periodic inputs.' Our results apply to an extremely large class of problems. For purposes of demonstration, we demonstrated the method on a simple biped model and the snakehoard. We have demonstrated this technique on models of amoeha-like robots [19] , and experimentally on a robotic fish [15].
We are pursuing two extensions t o this work. First, the averaged control equations appear to support the application of ideas from robust control theory. Second, we are trying to connect this work to the stratified configuration space approach for legged loconintion modelling [4, 51. 
